Christmas Card Competition

Amir B - Second

Evie H - Winner!

Micheal F– Third

Turn to page 3 to find out more about our exciting Christmas card
competition.
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Headteacher’s Welcome
One of the (many) benefits of being
headteacher is being able to work with so
many students and staff in such different
contexts. This week, I had the pleasure
of working with a Year 13 student who
was writing her personal statement for a
UCAS application. The passion and
enthusiasm she demonstrated for the
university course and career path she has
chosen was palpable.
Getting the
opportunity to spend time with students
discussing individual achievements in our
'In the Hotseat' continues to be a highlight
of my week. Mrs Kadri, Mr Goodwin and
Mr Leese have also all enjoyed hearing
about successes in and out of school; we
are always so impressed with the range of
talents and interests of our students.
Our 'Nine Inspire' programme started with
a training session for Year 9 students involved in the project, which will launch in
the Spring term. Students designed challenges for their Year 7 teams which will
focus on developing resilience and teamwork. I was so impressed with the
commitment and ideas from our five Year 9 Team Leaders. Finally, I must mention
the wonderful group of Year 8 students who have continued to carry out community
litter picking every fortnight. Even on the wettest, coldest November day their
positivity and commitment levels were infectious, although I do look forward
continuing this during the warmer days of next term!
May I wish all members of our fabulous school community a very Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.
Mrs R Johnson
Headteacher
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Christmas Cards
Year 7 Christmas Card Competition 2021
All students in Year 7 spent one of their computer science lessons this half term
practicing their vector graphics skills in order to enter a competition to be the
official Blythe Bridge High School Christmas card 2021. Shortlisted entries were
displayed on FROG for staff and students to vote for their favourite. After a really
close vote Evie H and her snowman were crowned this years winner. In second
place was Amir B with his Santa and third was Michael F with his version of a
snowman. Well done to everyone and Merry Christmas to all!

Mr G Broomhall
Curriculum Leader of Business Studies & Computer Science
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Governor Update
Dear parents, carers, staff & students
As we reach the end of the year 2021, I would like to take this opportunity to
extend our thanks to you all for your continued support and outstanding efforts
throughout another difficult and demanding term.
With the support and guidance of the leadership team, staff demonstrate
commitment and dedication to creating a happy, safe and educationally exciting
environment in which all our children can learn and develop – it is very much a
team effort! Staff have very high expectations for all pupils’ wellbeing, enjoyment,
behaviour and learning enabling them to achieve the very best they can. The
school’s aim is to help our pupils to be confident, independent and interested in
the world around them, and to be prepared for the challenges they will face in the
future. In the classroom, teaching and learning remain the focus and we
continuously strive for children to access the best possible education.
Governor committee meeting items, feedback from staff, parents and carers
indicate that the change to a school day of four eighty minute periods over a two
week cycle is having a positive impact on helping to continue and further develop
many areas of the curriculum, improving progress and attainment. This includes the
introduction of a Monday period 4 tutorial with form tutors delivering the RSHE and
citizenship curricula and where sensitive themes are handled more effectively by
staff who know their tutees best.
The weekly round-ups continue to evidence numerous events, challenges and
awards reflecting our ethos & school values – Pride, Respect and Kindness.
Governors thank all those who have contributed to the newsletters and hopefully to
their continuation throughout the 2021/22 academic year.
We are so pleased how quickly our new Year 7 students have settled into our
routine following the outstanding ‘Summer School 2021’ provision where 75% of
them accepted the invitation – many thanks to Mr A Jackson and all staff involved!
It has been a pleasure to welcome Mark Sheppard (co-opted governor), he will bring
different insights, skills and experiences to the governing body recently. I am sure
he will be fully committed to supporting us to develop further and be a ‘Critical
Friend’ to the school.
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We are also delighted to welcome as our new staff governor Mrs J Burr (Maths
department) with Mrs L Cartlidge (Philosophy & Ethics) remaining as a co-opted
governor. Both will provide important additional skills and useful operational
knowledge of the day-to-day workings of the school.
We are a very committed and active governing body. As well as fulfilling our duties
by both supporting and challenging the Headteacher and Senior Leadership Team,
we monitor activities and progress in school. School governors are unpaid
volunteers, we do not manage the operational day-to-day functions of the school –
the governor role is strategic and to oversee the school’s long-term development.
As parents and carers, you are very much part of the whole school community and
your opinions and comments are very valuable to us. Have you ever wondered
about the role of school governors and what happens during school governor body
meetings? This year our parent governors Mrs A Povey and Mr L Crowther have
ended their term of office, we thank them both for their total commitment,
dedication and valuable contributions during subcommittee meetings, link meetings
and full governor meetings. If you are interested in becoming a parent governor
follow our Spring Term Newsletters where we will be asking for volunteers to fill
these two vacancies.
May I take this opportunity of wishing you and your families and all the staff of
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year!

Kind regards,
Mr J Boumford
Chair of Governors (on behalf of the full governing body)
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Harvest Festival
Year 7 completed their annual harvest collection with all proceeds donated to the
local Trussel Trust Foodbank. This annual event allows students to reflect on the
privileged situation most individuals find themselves in, whilst exploring the
feelings and hardship of people living in poverty.
Year 7 students worked as form groups to gather non perishable food items with
other year groups also contributing. 186.1 kg of food was handed to the foodbank,
with sixth form students also donating a further 51.4kg.
To donate 237.5kg of food to the Trussel Trust Foodbank in the present climate is a
true reflection of the student’s generosity and kindness.

Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition
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Festival of Arts
The annual Year 7 Festival of Arts took
place on Tuesday 30th November 2021.
The event comprised of live singing,
instrumental
performances,
dance
choreography, poignant stories, readings
and poems from Year 7 students. The
evening was was an outstanding success.
Year 7 ambassadors Scarlett W and
Mohammad B compared the event which
saw
over half of the year group
participating.
Our
Festival
of
Arts
showcased
curriculum opportunities alongside the
progress the students have made within
their first term at high school was well
received by parents with the following
comments made:
“Such a welcoming and friendly evening.
Enthusiastic and happy children. Loving
their high school journey. Thank you for
everybody’s hard work. Very enjoyable”
The displays were amazing. Really interesting to see what the children have been
doing since they started in September. Great Festival of Arts show too. Excellent
evening. Thank you.
“Absolutely brilliant and well organised. Enjoyed the popular music and dancing.
Very proud of all the year 7 children.”
“A lovely evening to be able to see what the children have been learning- and
wow!! Fantastic to watch and listen. Be proud children- great job! Thank you to
the teachers too- these things wouldn’t happen without you either.”
Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition
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Computer Science
BEBRAS Computational Thinking Challenge
Students in all age groups have recently taken part in a computational thinking
challenge run in association with Oxford University.
The BEBRAS challenge had almost 300,000 participants this year and seventeen
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form students were awarded a gold award for
finishing in the top 10% nationally. The gold award winners will be receiving their
invitation to the Oxford University Computing Challenge in the coming weeks.
Gold award winners:
Charlie B
Tommy-j B
Jessica C
Lola-Lee H
Jorja

H

George M

Emily

M

Lauren M
Scarlett B
Will

D

Katie

S

Suzi

H

Chloe

J

Isaac

A

Logan

B

Robert M
Laura

G

Mr G Broomhall
Curriculum Leader of Business Studies & Computer Science
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Year 7
Year 7, it has been a pleasure to get to know each and every one of you over the
first term with us. You have been hardworking, conscientious and a pleasure to get
to know. We have had a variety of activities that have taken place which has
allowed so many of you to show the array of skills you all possess.

Hobbies Exhibition
We have seen you show what hobbies you are involved in. It was great to see so
many of you contributing to the form notice boards that went on display at the
Festival of Arts. The students who represented your forms showed great knowledge
of what you all did and they made it an extremely difficult task to decide on the
winners. It was a great opportunity for form tutors, Mr Jackson, Mrs Johnson and
myself to learn about what your interests were. These ranged from football to
horse riding to drawing to car mechanics to name a few.
The results were as follows:
1st place: 7PSH
2nd place: 7LKB
3rd place: 7JBY
4th place: 7KWY
5th place: 7ERJ
6th place: 7CFL
7th place: 7NG

Miss K Fargher
Head of Year 7
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Year 7 Pride, Respect & Kindness
7ERJ
Pride
Leo F has been nominated for the Pride award as he has immaculate uniform every
day as well as always presenting his equipment in form.
Respect
Annabelle W has been nominated for the respect award as she communicates with
staff and students in a lovely manner.
Kindness
Lola S has been nominated for the kindness award as she consistently asks staff and
students if they need any help with absolutely anything!

7LKB
Pride
Carly M has been nominated for the pride award because she has consistently
produced excellent citizenship work this term.
Respect
Jasmine S has been nominated for the respect award because she always treats
staff and students with politeness and courtesy.
Kindness
Hisham M has been nominated for the kindness award because he made an
incredibly generous contribution to our harvest festival donations.

7KWY
Pride
Harvey T has been nominated for the pride award due to his outstanding effort in
lessons.
Respect
Tyler P has been nominated for the respect award due to his courtesy and
politeness - often thanking teachers for lessons.
Kindness
Chelsea R has been nominated for the kindness award due to always offering to
help other students and her involvement in school charity fundraisers.

7NG
Pride
Harry B has been nominated for the pride award due to his approach to his work,
uniform and school in general.
Respect
Lucy H has been nominated for the respect award due to her approach to school.
Staff and other students in school.
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Kindness
Thomas J has been nominated for the kindness award due to several examples of
thoughtfulness throughout the term.

7PSH
Pride
Riley B has been nominated for the pride award as he always takes pride in his
uniform and the work he produces; he is super hard working and polite.
Respect
Charlie K is nominated for the respect award because he always says "Thank you,
Miss" as he leaves the classroom without fail, he makes the effort everyday which
really does make my mornings!
Kindness
Jessica C is being nominated for the kindness award as she is always kind to those
around her, getting involved in the Year 7 charity and even wrote a lovely poem
about 'One Kind Word'.

7CFL
Pride
Jess C is being nominated for pride as she always takes pride in her work, uniform,
equipment and conduct at all times.
Respect
Lily H is being nominated for respect as she is always polite to her peers and staff
and listens to others' opinions in class.
Kindness
Michael F is being nominated for kindness as he is always offering to help and shows
kindness to others at all times.

7JBY
Pride

Phoebe W has been nominated for the pride award as she always takes pride in her
work, uniform and conduct at all times.
Respect
Sophie C has been nominated for the respect award as she is always polite and
shows respect in everything that she does.
Kindness
Mason S has been nominated for the kindness award as he is always welcoming and
speaks to everyone he comes in contact with. He is very polite and always asks how
we are.
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Year 8
Year 8 support of UHNM charity
Our Year 8 students have continued to support the UHNM charity this term.
Following the huge success of our ‘Hug in a Bag’ project, 13 students visited the
Royal Stoke University Hospital and met with the staff from the neonatal intensive
care unit, elderly care and the children's centre. The students spoke passionately
about what we have achieved as a year group, and the staff were thrilled with the
200 'Hugs' we provided for the patients. We proudly presented cheques totalling
£404, which will be used by the critical care and elderly care departments to
improve patient comfort and experience.
The charity have now received in excess of 2,000 'Hugs' from our school. In
November, their staff visited us in school and produced a promotional video,
encouraging others to adopt our idea and help us continue to grow it. The video
can be found on the school Facebook page and the Year 8 portal.
Huge thanks to all students, parents and members of the local community who have
supported us with this project. Watch this space for our future plans!

Mrs L Pheasey
Assistant Head of Year 8
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Year 8 FROG portal
The Year 8 portal is regularly updated with student achievements, photographs,
charity news and more. It has been great to see students and parents accessing
this, and sharing their ideas for developing it further.
Throughout December, Year 8
students
have
been
encouraged
to
complete
anonymous 'Advent Acts of
Kindness' nominations via the
portal for those they feel
deserve a small treat and
encouraging message. We
hope the recipients so far
have enjoyed their rewards
and felt uplifted to know that
someone was thinking of
them.

Mrs L Pheasey
Assistant Head of Year 8
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Year 8 students have made an excellent start to their second year here at
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form.
They have adjusted to the changes to the school site as we move away from
the zone system and continued to thrive inside and outside of the classroom.

The PRK group, consisting of Josh S, Amaya A-B, Lily F and William E, have
worked with Mrs S Kadri to expand the project and create a school-wide PRK
committee and we are both incredibly proud of their efforts.
Many Year 8 students have
continued their charity work this
year, either by joining the Year 8
community hub or contributing to
the ‘Hug in a Bag’ project to raise
money and supplies for Royal
Stoke University Hospital. This has
also been an enterprising term for
Year 8 students who have enjoyed
a work day where they worked
together to create a bath bomb
business and they have also learnt about the world of work in their citizenship
lessons. As we have come to expect, they have also worked incredibly hard in
their lessons and ensured they embody our core values of pride, respect and
kindness. As a result, they have received numerous achievement points.
A special mention goes to Elijah C, Paul D and Lily F who have amassed the
most number of achievement points this term. Finally, it has been a pleasure to
witness Year 8 students nominate their peers for the Advent Acts of Kindness
project and it has highlighted all the great relationships they are building with
each other.
Have a wonderful break.
Mrs E Avons
Head of Year 8
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Year 9
After what has been a long, hard Autumn term, I am immensely proud of all our
students in Year 9. This has been the longest time that they have spent
uninterrupted in school for two years, and I believe that they have managed
themselves with the right attitude and commitment to their learning.

I am also very proud of the way in which Year 9 managed their latest series of mock
examinations over a week in November. Their conduct was excellent and I received
nothing but positive feedback from any staff that been invigilating the
examinations. I honestly believe that most of our Year 9 students are ready and in
the right frame of mind for their option choices and start of Key Stage 4 in 2022.
The holidays are a time to rest and reflect, and for me this particular holiday will
be spent with my family. I urge everyone to spend time with their loved ones and
put some thought into what they want to achieve in 2022. Set yourself some goals

and make a plan of how to achieve them. It promises to be yet another challenging,
but amazing year.
Have a great holiday and Happy New Year to everyone.

Mr J Gibbons
Head of Year 9
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Year 10
This term we have also seen a number of students involved with a wide array of out
of lesson experiences too. A large number of students were incredibly supportive
tour guides on open evening. Several students have been working with Mr Aston to
raise money and donations for the Gingerbread Centre, a local Stoke based charity.
A group of Year 10 students have been completing weekly Psychology GCSE classes
after school to gain an extra qualification. And we’ve even had time for a couple of
Year 10s to get involved with some local sports commentary too!
In amongst all of this Miss E Housley launched the beginning of the work experience
programme with a view to students all completing a week of work experience in
July. We have had assemblies and workshops across the term, and it has been great
to chat to the students about their interests and what they would like to be doing.
Just make sure to get your blue forms in!
Finally, our Achievement Assembly is on 17th December, where we are celebrating
the hard work of our students with certificates associated with our school values of
Pride, Respect and Kindness. A student has been nominated from every form group
for each of these value driven awards. In addition to several Special Recognition
awards for students whose excellent progress and hard work has been highlighted
by staff.
Well done to the students below who have all been nominated for awards:
Eva B

Isabelle H

Tanayeh B

Tom S

Rocco W

Ashanti K

George E

Ryan E

Rhiannon T

Alex B

Anne N

Lara B

Eli X

Aaliyah C-K

Katie B

Devon B

Annabell A

Summer-Nicole G

Callum P

Harvey B

Jessica V

Zach D

Connie D

Chloe T

Macy A-W

Kaitlyn F

Lucy E-C

Dannie S

Daisy F

Phoebe C

Ellie H

Gabriel H

Cerys B

Lucy H

Mr J Biggs
Head of Year 10
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Year 11
To say that this half term has been a busy time for our Year 11 students is the
understatement of the year! Our main focus has been the Year 11 mock
examinations, in preparation of the final examinations that are due to take place in
the summer term. Students have shown great maturity prior to and during their
examinations and to see the commitment that many have had towards their
revision has been a privilege to see. I wish all of Year 11 the very best of luck for
when they receive their results in January.
As kindness is one of our core values, another focus has been on our charity work.
It has been a privilege to have worked alongside the Port Vale Foundation etc in
helping to make a difference to a number of families lives over the Christmas
period. I have been blown away by the amount of none perishable foods that have
been donated and these will be distributed to those in the community who will
benefit greatly from this.
We have also been incredibly busy organising awards events. We are planning to
take our Prefect Team to tubing and bowling towards the end of this term as a
thank you for their contribution to the wider school community and we are also
busy planning for our Year 11 prom which will be taking place on Friday 15th July
at the Double Tree by Hilton, in Festival Park. A deposit of £20 needs to be paid as
soon as possible if it has not already to secure your place.

I would also like to take this opportunity in thanking our students, pastoral team
and parents and carers for everything that you have done over this term. Our
partnership is crucial in order for our students to succeed and it has been a
pleasure to have worked alongside you all again. Wishing you all a very merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Mrs L Cartlidge
Head of Year 11
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Year 11 Pride, Respect & Kindness
11KC
Pride: Will A for embracing all my Christmas spirit despite his aversion for the past
few weeks. Merry Christmas, Will!
Respect: Billy T for delivering a very professional RSHE unit on exam revision
strategies to his fellow tutees.
Kindness: Ronan C for donating a huge amount of baby toys for charity.

11KF
Pride: Grace D takes pride in all that she does. She is a conscientious student who
always wears perfect uniform and role models excellent behaviour for her peers.
Respect: Lewis B is extremely respectful to both staff, and students. He is always
polite and sets a fantastic example for his peers.
Kindness: Holly M is always friendly and considerate. This sets a fantastic example
to others as she embodies our school value of kindness.

11KMP
Macy B has been nominated for the pride award, due to her great effort in all
subjects this year, especially maths and for having the most achievement points in
11KMP. Macy has also donated generously to the Year 11 charity appeal.
Sophie B has been nominated for the respect award for being a great role model to
other students and for doing such a great job as Head Girl. Sophie has also gained a
large amount of achievement points.
Ruby B has been nominated for the kindness award because of her consistently high
levels of effort and achievement shown in her subjects and for accumulating a
large amount of achievement points. Ruby has also donated generously to the Year
11 charity appeal.

11NC
Pride-Abigail H. Abigail is a student who will always wear her uniform with pride
and to extremely high standards. It is admirable to see the effort she puts into her
academic studies and the way in which she applies herself to all aspects of school
life including her participation into the school prefects' team.
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Respect- Mason S - Mason embodies respect throughout his academic life here. He
shows respect in all he does whether that is the way in which he speaks or behaves
towards his peers or members of staff. He should be proud of this attribute which
will serve him well moving beyond his time at school.
Kindness - Kieran L. Kieran will go above and beyond to help others. His ability to
demonstrate qualities of being friendly, generous, and considerate without needing
praise or rewards in return is very commendable and definitely serves to inspire
others.

11AK
Evie H has been nominated for the pride award due to her dedication in
preparation for mock examinations.
Joe W has been nominated for the respect award due to his positive attitude to
other students during mock examinations.
Olivia S has been nominated for the kindness award due to her amazing
contribution of non-perishable foods towards charitable causes.

11GM
Pride award goes to Maddie S for outstanding effort to prepare for mocks and
impeccable uniform.
Respect award goes to Evan P for fantastic manner and always being open to
mature conversation with staff
Kindness goes to Milly G for always trying to keep peoples morale high and being a
little ray of sunshine in the form (sorry if you cringe, Milly).

11LM
Pride- Abbie G - For consistently striving for excellence.
Respect- Archie B- For demonstrating exemplary behaviour in form and round
school.
Kindness- Shandel W/Emileigh W - For helping Mrs K Cotterill decorate her room so
thoroughly in their own time.
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Year 11
Christmas Appeal
To compliment the outstanding charity work of Port
Vale FC, Port Vale Foundation, Synectics Solutions,
Staffordshire Police and community champion Jason
Powner, Year 11 students have joined in with their
Christmas Appeal, collecting none perishable items that
will be distributed to those in the community who are
in most need. On Friday 10th December, these items
were delivered to Port Vale FC in preparation for
Christmas. The generosity shown by each of the seven Year 11 forms was
staggering, and again fully reflects the kindness that our students display.

Bowling and Tubing
On Monday 13th December, 56
of our prefect team were
awarded with an afternoon
trip to bowling and tubing.
After two and a half weeks of
mock examinations, students
thoroughly enjoyed being able
to let their hair down and
make special memories with
their peers. Bowling certainly
brought out their competitive
side as they battled fiercely
to win.
Students enjoyed their meal at bowling before they exerted their energy down the
slopes as they moved onto the second activity of tubing. Despite weather
conditions being similar to Antarctica, students handled the cold well and kept
themselves warm by climbing the slopes. The Prefect team will be extremely busy
in the new year as they will be supporting our younger students in reading.
Mrs L Cartlidge
Head of Year 11
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Exams
Exams Update
As we approach the festive break, we are also seeing the end of the November/
December mock exam series for Year 9, Year 11 and Sixth Form. Students have
followed the Culture & Ethos policy during the exam period and have all shown,
respect, preparedness, application and self-motivation.
As government guidance is updated we will communicate with parents and carers
regarding the June 2022 examination series.
We wish all of our students a restful break and look forward to welcoming them
back to a new spring term for forthcoming BTEC exams and the second round of
mocks for Year 11 in February 2022.

Miss P Irving
Exam Secretary
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Eco-Garden
Morrisons ‘Good to Grow’ Tokens
Thank you to all of you who kindly donated their Morrisons ‘Good to Grow’ tokens.
We have now bought a range of garden tools and other items with the tokens and
our students will make good use of them, all thanks to you.
Another huge thank you to parents and staff who have recently donated top soil,
plants, garden pots and tools. We always welcome such kind gestures as we are
currently fundraising for a new chicken coop.
Our students love to spend time in our eco-garden, upcycling and developing other
areas of the school. Our after-school sessions on Wednesdays and Thursdays are
certainly becoming more and more popular, despite the wet and cold weather.
We are awaiting a range of saplings from the Woodland Trust and will no doubt be
busy planting trees and shrubs in the very near future.
Mr J Poole and Miss H Townshend have now joined our gardening team and we look
forward to all the fun ideas they will be bringing with them.

Mrs K Cotterill
Teacher of MFL
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Big Soup Event
Our budding gardeners started the new
half term extremely well by not only
hosting the Big Soup event to our staff
but also shared their homemade soup
and cakes to the Golden Valiants at
Port Vale FC.
Our students cooked the soup using
vegetables we grew in our eco-garden
and baked cakes to take to Port Vale
FC for their remembrance ceremony on
the 11th November.
Our excellent musician, Will, led us
into the 2 minutes silence and we
then joined the Golden Valiants into
a very competitive game of bingo
whilst serving tea and cakes. One of
our Year 7 students was very lucky to
win a very tasty prize!
A great time was had by all and we
thank the Golden Valiants not only
for their very warm welcome but also
for their very kind and generous cash
donation, which in turn will be put to
very good use.

Mrs K Cotterill
Teacher of MFL
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Work Skills Day
Year 8 Work Skills Day
On Thursday 4th November, Year 8 experienced a Work Skills and Enterprise Day.
Working in small groups in the hall under tight deadlines, students worked together
to set up their own cosmetics brand and design and make bath bombs for a target
market of their choice. During the course of the day, students produced a company
logo, product designs, three prototype bath bombs, packaging and an advertising
poster.
In the afternoon, the top five groups were selected and given the opportunity to
pitch their ideas to a panel of judges and their peers. The panel consisted of school
governors Mr J Boumford and Mr D Christie, Key Stage 3 Pastoral Manager Miss E
Cartwright, Careers Advisor Beverley Ashley (Entrust) and employer Dave Rushton.
The focus of the day was developing students understanding of the careers
signposts found in every classroom of the school, teamwork, listening, creativity,
presenting, problem-solving, leadership, staying positive and aiming high.
The feedback from the students was very positive, some definite budding
entrepreneurs amongst them!
The bath bombs were sold at the Year 7 Festival of Arts, raising another £100 for
our fabulous UHNM Charity Hug in a Bag project. Thank you to everyone who
supported us.

Mrs L Pheasey
Assistant Head of Year 8
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Bikeability
Level 3 Bikeabiliy
Year 7 students had the opportunity to undertake their Level 3 Bikeability training
through Velo Cycle Training Ltd, our annual training facilitator. Our school was
initially allocated 48 places but due to the enthusiasm of Year 7 to complete this
activity, 64 students were finally allocated a place.
Year 7 student Jessica C said, ‘I really wanted to complete my Bikeability training
so I know I’m safe if I need to ride on the roads’. Fellow Year 7 student Jax Cooper
said, ‘I really like being out on my bike and I’m looking forward to learning new
skills. We even got to ride down towards McDonalds during the training’

Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition
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Mathematics
UKMT Maths Competitions
A-level mathematicians have been testing their resilience this term with a selection
of UKMT maths competitions. All students in Year 12 and 13 maths groups took part
in the Senior UKMT individual maths challenge. A huge congratulations goes to
Tommy H, Ellie R, Joe D, Daniel S and Tom W, who achieved a silver certificate.
Bronze certificates were awarded to Rhys C, Matthew P, Harrison P, Matthew H and
Finnan M. Well done to all who took part! A special mention to Ellie R and Abigail C
who also took part in the UKMT maths Olympiad for girls. All students displayed
great strength and commitment to the subject, tackling some very tricky problems.
The mathematics department are very proud of your achievements.
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England Rocks Week
‘England Rocks Week’ kicked off this year on the 8th November and our Year 7
mathematicians were invited to take part in TT Rockstars 'England Rocks Week'.
Many of our Year 7 students worked hard to collect as many coins as possible for our
school in a competition, against all schools across the country.
Well done to our three most 'valuable' players, who managed to earn the highest
numbers of coins during the competition.

Most valuable player was Rory H, second most valuable player was Charlie B and
third most valuable player was Freya A. A fantastic effort, well done!
Mrs A Whitehurst
Core Subject Leader
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FROG
Student Virtual Learning Platform
We have embraced the festive season across our student virtual learning platform
and parent communication tool.
Our staff have been very busy updating their departmental areas to allow students
to review any learning resources they may have missed during a period of isolation
or illness. So please feel free to look at the updates and the plethora of learning
materials in the subject sites on FROG, especially during this period of assessments
across the whole curriculum.
Let’s not forget the individual ePlanners where teachers have been keeping parents
updated on how their child is performing in lessons and tutors alerting parents to
concerns and upcoming events.
The letters section is also a valuable area to access any electronic letters sent to
parents, ideal if you have misplaced them or can not find the email in your Inbox.
As always, if you have forgotten your FROG portal logins, please do not use your
child's as they do not have access to all the functionalities of the communication
and learning platform but follow the instructions on https://www.bb-hs.co.uk/
myfrog-parent-portal/

Mrs K Cotterill

28Teacher of MFL

Christmas Carol Service
St Peter’s Church

On Monday 6th December, St Peter’s Church hosted two separate Christmas Carol
services to enable all of our Year 7 students to celebrate the 'true meaning of
Christmas'. Although restrictions were in place regarding numbers in each service,
we certainly did not allow this to impact the special occasion and as always, our
students and staff did us proud. The Year 7 readers read extremely confidently,
and this was further complimented by the congregations singing to 'Silent Night' and
'Away in a Manger' as well as the secular song of 'You've got a friend in me.' We
were spoilt by the orchestra's rendition of 'Ding dong Merrily on High' and 'Hark the
Herald.' The icing on the cake was the choir's beautiful rendition of 'Somewhere
Only we Know' and 'the Greatest Gift.' A big thank you to St Peter's Church, in
particular Chrissi and Achie for hosting such a beautiful event. On behalf of the
philosophy and ethics and music department, we would like to wish you all a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Mrs L Cartlidge
Head of Year 11
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Transition
School Applicants
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form has recently received the fantastic news
that 304 applications have been made for a place in our new Year 7 cohort for
September. Furthermore, 211 of these applications were made as a first preference
continuing the positive trend of Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form being
heavily oversubscribed.

We are now liaising with School Admissions to ensure places are offered. Families
will be informed of the authorities decision on Tuesday 1st March 2022.

Year 5 Transition Morning Events
The following transition morning have been arranged to give Year 5 students the
opportunity to explore secondary education and participate in fun but challenging
activities:
The William Amory Primary School: Tuesday 8th February
Fulford Primary School: Tuesday 15th February
St Peter’s CE Primary School: Tuesday 1st March
Meir Heath Academy: Tuesday 8th & 15th March
Springcroft Primary School: Tuesday 22nd March
Forsbrook Primary School: Tuesday 29th March
Arrangements for the events will be
sent to the primaries after Christmas.
Dates have also been arranged for the
Year 5 Physics Fest, Maths Puzzle Day
and Open Week, whilst the Year 4
Olympic
Legacy
Day
has
been
provisionally planned.
Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition
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Geography
Visit to Shelton
Our Year 12 and Year 13 geographers recently visited Shelton collecting primary
data on local facilities, asked questionnaires to the local population and
investigated how the area has changed over time.
This links into the A-level geography ‘Changing
Places’ topic and allowed them to make
comparisons with their ‘far place’ Betws-y-Coed, a
place where they spent a week in October. Students
thoroughly enjoyed the experience of visiting a
location different to their own lived area and
different from location they had visited in the past.

Staffordshire University
This visit also allowed students to
experience of life at a local university.

gain

an

During the afternoon, our geographers worked with
Tim Harris and Professor Fiona Tweed (both
seasoned geographers at Staffordshire University)
investigating climate change and how this had
impacts on permafrost and Inuit societies in remote
Canada. They used the Universities ICT suite and a
combination of GIS to measure the impacts of, and
formulate strategies to assist in the management of
climate change here.
Students also investigated how climate change affected rates of melting and
accretion of various glaciers within Iceland. Students found the afternoon very
useful as it helped them develop their understanding of how geography and
climatology can give them specific career paths. Students were very passionate
about how the higher education courses at Staffordshire University could help them
make a real difference in the future. They felt inspired to both further their
education at university and to consider courses that would both be useful to them
and to their communities (both local and global).

Upcoming fieldwork
The geography department are also in the process of developing new fieldwork
opportunities for every key stage, including residential visits for GCSE and A-level
geographers as well as an international visit (potentially in 2022).
Mr A Knight
Curriculum Leader of Geography
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Speakers for Schools
Richard Murrell
Our sixth form drama and media students were very fortunate to listen to Richard
Murrell who is Senior Studio Director at the BBC News. This was arranged through
the Speakers for Schools initiative which provides schools with the opportunity to
hear from professionals in different career areas.

Richard spoke about his own career, the apprenticeship scheme and showed us a
number of videos from behind the scenes in a newsroom. The students found this
really useful and it sparked some great discussions about future career plans. The
speaker was very helpful especially with the internship program as that showed the
possibilities of what we could do in the future. It also showed us a realistic view of
reporting. The activities were also engaging and fun.
Jasmine N
Year 13 Student
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Inspires Programme
The students have continued to work with Stoke City Football Club in their
‘Inspires’ programme this half term.
This has been an extremely valuable experience for the students and they have all
been really enjoying it. It has been amazing to see the students develop their
confidence and resilience during each session. Students who found it very difficult
to share their ideas at first, are now actively sharing their ideas with the rest of
the group and are demonstrating excellent communication skills.
The programme has also given the students the opportunity to develop their
leadership skills through a range of activities. For example, last week the students
had the opportunity to participate in a version of the quiz show Pointless. The
students had to work together as a team and nominate a leader to give their
answer to the rest of the group. The students discussed this and worked together
to find a solution to the problems which they were faced with. As the quiz evolved
the students developed their thinking skills and really enjoyed the challenge of
finding an answer which was not the top answer. This also helped the students to
be resilient and to think hard throughout the quiz.
The students have impressed Stoke City so much that they have been chosen to
showcase their skills by participating in Stoke City’s Environmental Challenge. The
students will work on a project of their choice linked to climate change. This will
be an amazing opportunity for the students to work together on a topical issue.
The students will present their project later this year at Stoke City Football Club.

Miss T Matthias
Pupil Premium Mentor
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Sports
Lunchtime Football Championships
It’s been an exciting week for the Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form
lunchtime Football Championship Competition. Due to the league gaining
international recognition, we decided it was time to open a transfer
window for one day only. Elite players from across the globe descended on
the school just in time for the Friday final, a rivalry to end all others
between Obi One Kenobi Nil and the Sunday Boys.
Fans clambered for autographs and just a glimpse of their idols prior to the
game, the atmosphere was electric. However, the stars of times past took
it in their stride showing little if no nerves as they took their positions on
the pitch.

Mr M James
Student Welfare Officer
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Dance
Regent 022
Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form Dance Academy
are rehearsing in preparation for Regent 022 which is on
the 26th January 2022, the theme this year for Regent
022 is celebration, therefore we have chosen to focus
our choreography piece on pride and LGBTQ+. The
students are working extremely hard in rehearsals, and
are extremely excited to showcase what we have been
working on in the studio.
We will also be performing at the Victoria Hall, the chosen theme is ‘The Future is
in our Hands’. We have chosen to choreograph a piece based on the famous ‘Squid
Game’ in preparation for the performance in March 2022.
Killer records are also coming in to video a professional dance video, which will be
used for the company as video promotion material. Killer records are an upcoming
record company, and we have been chosen to collaborate with them to have the
amazing opportunity to work with a professional record company.
We would also like to say well done to the Year 7 dance students who performed in
the Festival of the Arts, we are so proud of the students who participated and put
on an amazing performance.

Libertas Dance
Students participating in private dance session have been working extremely hard
focusing on technique and flexibility and travelling phrases
helping the students to focus on the importance of using the
space effectively when dancing. The students have also been
focusing on specific styles chosen by them, in order to develop
their own skills further. Some students have started to work on
solo dance choreography pieces to help build confidence,
performance skills and expressive skills.
There are only a few remaining spaces for private dance sessions, if you would like
further information please contact – o.powell@bb-hs.co.uk
Miss O Powell
Teacher of Dance
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Peripatetic Dance Lessons
The one to one dance lessons have been a great
success. Some students have developed their skills
through group work this half term. This has given the
students the opportunity to share ideas and link the
techniques which they have learned into short
routines. The students have really developed their
confidence and skill base and it has been amazing to
see the standard of routines which the students have
produced.
Miss O Powell
Teacher of Dance

Health, Sport & Exercise
Netball Practice
What an amazing turnout for netball this term! The girls have worked hard to
improve their skills through drills and competitive practice, with a little help from
our Year 11 sports leaders in the making!

Miss N Perry
Teacher of Health, Sport & Exercise
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Social Science
Derren Brown Showman
Social Science sixth form students had an excellent evening at The Regent Theatre
where they saw Derren Brown perform ‘Showman’.
Derren Brown’s performance did not disappoint. Students were engrossed by the
tricks and mind blowing twists and turns Derren delivered. It was great to see that
students fully engaged with the show.

Although our Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth Form students
were not permitted to go up on stage, because they were too
young, they were more than willing to go on and engaged in the
audience participation as much as was possible. As expected,
students behaved excellently and were a credit to the school.
Mrs S Bawn
Teacher I/C Social Sciences

English Literature
In November, we took our A-Level English literature students to see Tennesse
Williams' play A Streetcar Named Desire at the Altrincham Garrick Playhouse. The
play presents a sharp critique of the way the institutions and attitudes of post-war
America placed restrictions on women's lives, and is one of the pieces of drama
studied on our A-Level English literature course. Both staff and students found the
production engaging and useful.

One student commented: 'It was a great evening. I really enjoyed seeing the play
come to life on the stage. It helped me to understand how effective the music is in
the play, and how the setting and costumes
would look. This helped to give a better sense
of the context - post war America. I know this
will help me when I come to write about the
play in my examinations'
Miss J Marsden
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Drama
Drama Summary
All GCSE and BTEC drama students were given the opportunity to watch 'I Think We
Are Alone Now' by Frantic Assembly in early December. The show, which was being
streamed, had originally opened in February 2020 just before the first lockdown
and therefore wasn't able to go on tour nationwide as planned. This was a very
emotional piece about loneliness and how and why it might affect us. It followed
six different characters whose stories all intertwined, detailing why they felt lonely
and how they were able to communicate that to loved ones. I shed a few tears, as
did some of the students, at a wonderfully emotional piece.
In lessons, Year 10 students are working hard on developing their knowledge and
understanding of 'Blood Brothers' by Willy Russell. The students have been acting
out scenes, watching parts of it from professional productions as well as designing
suitable costumes for the characters.
Year 11 drama students are currently working on their devised pieces of acting
ready for assessment in the new year. The students have created these pieces
based on a range of stimuli and are now developing pieces based on Scott of the
Antarctic, Munchausen's syndrome by proxy and loneliness in lockdown amongst
other ideas.
Within the BTEC course, Year 13 students have been rehearsing scenes from 'Our
Country's Good' by Timberlake Wertenbaker ready for performance in 2022. They
are currently working hard on revising for an exam in January where they will write
three essays on the work on Bertolt Brecht and Paper Birds, two politically aware
theatre practitioners.

Rehearsals for 'Oliver' and 'Two' the Keystage 3 and Keystage 4 school plays, are
going well with rehearsals after school. We will need help sourcing costumes and
props in the new year and will be putting out a plea for items that we hope to be
able to borrow to keep costs down.

Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form & Curriculum Leader of Drama
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Sixth Form
Sixth Form mock examinations are well underway and I have been thoroughly
impressed with the different approaches to revision and preparation seen, as well
as the support students are giving one another through group study.
In PSHE, Year 13 have also been learning about how to budget effectively which we
hope will provide support when managing finances next year, whilst Year 12 have
been delving into one of our RSHE topics.

Applications for university are progressing well, as you will see from one of our
students who attended a visit to Staffordshire University, there are now
opportunities for face-to-face talks although many students continue to access
virtual open days and there are a number of students in Year 13 who are now in
receipt of at least one offer from a university already – well done everyone! For
those still intending to apply to university, please remember that January 26th
2022 is the official deadline.
We continue to offer opportunities for students to gain experiences and insights
into different apprenticeship routes and employment opportunities and we look
forward to the careers fair in January for students to be able to talk to more of our
local employers.
Year 12 students starting on the Higher Achievers Programme are currently
presenting their research into different career routes to members of the sixth form
team. The presentations to date have been very well thought out and articulate.
We are looking forward to taking students out to different FE and HE providers this
year and exploring what opportunities are available.

Miss C Alford
Head of Sixth Form
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Staffordshire University Workshops
On Thursday 25th November, we were given the opportunity to attend various
workshops at Staffordshire university in order to have an insight on what university
is like on a daily basis and what some of the courses have to offer at a degree
level.
We had a workshop on finance and how to manage our money as new university
students. My favourite part of the day was the business talk, it included interactive
activities to sell our new product “raw milk”.
All the staff and student ambassadors were very supportive and answered all the
questions that we had. It was a great opportunity to find out about our future
endeavours and where we can enhance our learning even further.
Erin B
Year 13 Student

Christmas Goodies
In our form, 13SAB, we all contributed to make a hamper full of Christmas goodies
to be raffled off. The hamper included goodies such as chocolates, toiletries and
candles. The fabulous hamper was put together in order to raise money for the
Alzheimer’s Society. In total, £75 was raised for this good cause and the winner of
the hamper was Tom K in Year 7.

Mrs S Bawn
Core Subject Leader Psychology and Sociology
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Sixth Form
Staffordshire County Council Safer Driving
At the beginning of November, Year 13 were visited by Kevin Wilcox, the
Staffordshire County Council Safer Driving officer who ran a session called Driving
with Grace with them. In this, the students looked at the effects of drinking and
driving as well as speeding. They examined how much alcohol it takes to put them
over the limit and discussed how any alcohol (or other substances) can adversely
affect their driving. We hope this will encourage them to make safe decisions
whilst in a car as some of them are now drivers and many of them are passengers in
cars with young and inexperienced drivers.

Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form & Curriculum Leader of Drama
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Science
NHS Careers
Our A level science students were treated to a visit
from Sarah Fish, former Cytology Lead Biomedical
Scientist at the Royal Stoke University Hospital.
Sarah provided some invaluable advice about careers
within the NHS, how to get your application noticed
and
the
expectations
and
responsibilities
involved. Students were also given some expert
tutoring on 'how to identify pre-cancerous/cancerous cells'.
Our students made an excellent impression and showed some real potential to be
the next generation of healthcare professionals - Watch this space!
Mrs L Newman
Teacher of Science

Health & Social Care
Q&A With Baroness Mary Goudie
Year 12 Health and Social Care students were able to attend an exciting
opportunity offered through Speakers for Schools, to hear a live broadcast with
question and answer session from Baroness Mary Goudie, Life Peer and Campaigner
for the House of Lords on the rights of women and children, gender equality,
mental health and peacebuilding. Today she was joined by Dr Jennifer Dixon, CEO
of The Health Foundation. The focus of the discussion was the importance of young
peoples mental health and finding a healthy work/study life balance.
At the next live broadcast our Sixth Form Health and Social Care students will be
attending will be Paul Farmer, Chief Executive of Mind, who will be discussing the
role the charity plays in campaigning to improve services, raise awareness and
promote understanding in regards to mental health.
Miss G Margaritelli
Curriculum Leader of Health & Social Care
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Fundraising
Year 11 Children in Need
Pride, respect and kindness is at the heart of what we do at Blythe Bridge High
School & Sixth Form, therefore it came as no surprise when Year 11 students got
behind an epic fundraising event to raise money for Children in Need.
The senior Prefect team chose a theme like no other and decided that ‘through the
decades’ would enable students to express their individuality. Outfits ranged from
prehistoric to all of the decades from the 1920's onwards.
Tom R and Connor S stole the show for braving the cold with their matching 118
outfits, but a valiant effort made by all! £244.85 was raised by the students
dressing up. Well done to all those involved.

Mrs L Cartlidge
Head of Year 11
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Sixth Form Children in Need
In November, sixth form students and staff dressed up as part of the fundraising
activities for Children in Need. The cheeky dinosaur went out on duty in the village
before and after school as well as attacking poor Mrs Burr! Students dressed up as
characters from films as well as from the 1980s, fitting in with the decade theme
with Year 11 students.

Mrs K Baines
Assistant Head of Sixth Form & Curriculum Leader of Drama

Ramble or Read for Children in Need
Year 7 students participated in a Ramble or Read for Children in Need as part of
the school wider contribution towards this national charity event. Students made a
small financial donation with individuals either rambling around our extensive
school grounds or taking time to enjoy reading. Year 7 student Harvey Taft
commented ‘I did the ramble, it was good. I didn’t realise how big the school
grounds were’. Fellow Year 7 student Maisie Hancock said ‘It was great to do the
walk with my friends. We saw some frogs in the grass and there were lots of birds
around’.
A total of £210.20 was raised by Year 7 students and went directly to the Children
in Need charity.
Mr A Jackson
Progress Director for Transition
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MFL
Vocabulary Builder
In the MFL GCSE examinations a good knowledge of adjectives is essential. In
reading and listening they are often used as answers to questions and in speaking
and writing they add range and detail. Learn some of the basic adjectives below to
improve these skills!

La Navidad en España - Christmas in Spain
Year 10 Spanish students have been studying how Christmas is celebrated in Spain.
Traditionally, Spanish children receive their presents on 6th January. This is
because, the Three Wise Men delivered gifts to Jesus on the 6th, and it is known in
English as Epiphany. Families also celebrate together with large meals on Christmas
Eve and Christmas Day.
The Christmas period, begins with ‘El Gordo’ (literally, the ‘fat one’) a lottery draw
in which the whole country gets involved. The ‘El Gordo’ draw takes place over
many hours and is televised with the maximum prize being 4 million euros!
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At Christmas time, the Spanish eat traditional
Spanish food such as turrón, a type of nougat,
made of honey, sugar, and egg white, with
toasted almonds, shaped into a rectangle or
circle.
On the 6th January, after finishing their meal,
families will eat ‘El Roscón de Reyes’, a ring
shaped cake made with crystallised fruit and
sometimes cream. There are two tokens cooked
into the cake, most often a bean and a figurine.
The person who receives the slice with the bean in
has to organise the cake for the following year and
the lucky person who receives the figurine is the
king or queen for the day.

La Toussaint - All Saints Day
Year 9 French students have been learning about La
Toussaint or All Saints Day. This occurs on 1st
November and the French commemorate their dead
family members by decorating their graves with
chrysanthemums. Cemeteries are covered in large
floral displays of white, pink, orange and yellow and
special church services are held.
Although this is normally around the time of
Halloween, only young children and teenagers will
celebrate Halloween and it is not seen as a traditional
French festival.

Mr L McConvey
Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages
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In addition to the termly newsletter, every Friday we also send out a weekly roundup newsletter via email to all parents/carers. We pride ourselves on sharing the
everyday successes and achievements of our staff and students using our social
media resources, but understand that not every parent/carer has access to such
things as Facebook. A copy is also available on our school website and on FROG
under Student/Parent notices.
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